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**Theologia caritatis** and the Moral Authority of Scripture: Approaching 2 Timothy 3:16-17 with a hermeneutic of love

*Patrick Nullens*

**SUMMARY**

The classical evangelical view of the moral authority of Scripture is being challenged by the postmodern shift. The questions asked by postmodernism make it untenable to approach Scripture as providing objective answers to a list of ethical dilemmas. In response to this challenge, we need to find a proper balance between the normative and formative character of Scripture. My claim is that scriptural authority can only be appreciated in light of Jesus’ double commandment of love. We revisit the Augustinian concept of a hermeneutics of love. In a theologia caritatis love is seen to precede knowledge and is used as a hermeneutical tool. Love is a lens through which we see true values. However, love is not a vague emotional notion, deprived of all normative principles. The ‘covenantal relationship’ narrated in Scripture provides the framework for moral authority. True love is ‘obedient love’. We will apply this hermeneutic of love to 2 Timothy 3:16-17, the passage most commonly used to affirm the moral authority of Scripture.

---

**ZUSAMMENFASSUNG**


---

**RÉSUMÉ**

La doctrine évangélique classique de l’autorité morale de l’Écriture est mise en question par l’évolution de la pensée postmoderne. Celle-ci rend en effet inacceptable de considérer l’Écriture comme une source de réponses objectives à une liste de dilemmes éthiques. En réponse, nous devons trouver un équilibre approprié entre le caractère normatif et l’effet formateur de l’Écriture. L’auteur considère que l’autorité biblique ne peut être appréciée qu’à la lumière du double commandement d’amour énoncé par Jésus. Revenons à la conception augustinienne d’une herméneutique de l’amour. Une theologia caritatis considère que l’amour précède la connaissance et qu’il fonctionne comme un outil herméneutique. L’amour est une lentille à travers laquelle nous voyons les vraies valeurs. L’amour ne se réduit cependant pas à une notion émotionnelle vague, dépourvue de tout principe normatif. La « relation d’alliance » dont l’Écriture fait le récit fournit son cadre à l’autorité morale. L’amour authentique est « amour obéissant ». L’auteur applique ensuite cette herméneutique de l’amour au texte de 2 Timothée 3.16-17, qui est celui de l’Écriture que l’on cite le plus souvent pour affirmer l’autorité morale de celle-ci.
Introduction

At the start of the twentieth century the Dutch Reformed theologian Herman Bavinck made a rather bold claim about the Christian commitment to the Bible: ‘There is no dogma about which there is more unity than that of the Holy Scriptures.’ He underlines that the authority of Scripture is not based on a ‘scientific pronouncement’ but on the claims of Scripture itself. Much like the dogma of Trinity, the inspiration of the Bible is a dogma ‘which Christians accept, not because they understand the truth of it, but because God so attests it.’ Most commonly, 2 Timothy 3:16 has been used to stress the fact that the Scriptures are God-breathed (theopneustos) and that as the Word of God they are therefore credible in themselves (autopistis). Bavinck’s observation that this dogma brings unity among Christians is particularly true for Evangelicals; the consensus on the authority of Scripture is generally considered to be one of the unifying factors in this, in many other ways diverse and dispersed, group.

One might wonder, though, whether this consensus is not merely superficial, hiding a painful diversity when it comes down to the actual use of Scripture. The relationship between the old text and our concrete, day-to-day situations is more complex and mysterious than we tend to admit. The theology of the second half of the twentieth century has been exposed to many developments in biblical scholarship, especially in the area of biblical theology. Since Wittgenstein and Gadamer one can witness dramatic changes in the views, not only of the textual source itself, but also of the reader, individually as well as collective. Charles H. Cosgraves observes:

By the close of the twentieth century, the role of the Bible in Christian Ethics had become a highly complex theological and intellectual problem. Except in fundamentalistic circles, one could no longer simply equate biblical ethics with Christian ethics. Indeed, evangelical theologians are very much aware of the importance and breadth of this challenge.

This article aims to contribute to this ongoing debate, by stressing the ‘hermeneutics of love’. My reflection develops in five steps. We open with summarising the traditional evangelical commitment to the moral authority of the Scriptures and the prominent role evangelicals reserve for 2 Timothy 3:16-17. In modernity, evangelicals have tended to emphasise the objective normative authority of Scripture. Recently, under the influence of postmodernism, new trends in using Scripture for ethics can be perceived. In the second part this postmodern shift will be briefly summarised. Overall there has been a strong shift from the normative to the formative role of Scripture. This inevitably leads to a question: how then does the transformative aspect relate to the normative? The third part provides general direction with reference to the Augustinian theologia caritatis, using love as a key conceptual model. Philosophically, the statement that ‘love precedes understanding’, especially moral understanding, is not an oddity. Several continental philosophers have emphasised the epistemological primacy of love. Of course, the concept of love is too vague and the word has suffered severely under an inflation of meaning. This is why in the fourth part of this article, with Paul Ramsey, I propose a covenantal understanding of love as ‘obedient love’. Finally, we come back to 2 Timothy 3:16-17 and re-read this text in its broader context of theologia caritatis.

1. Evangelical sola scriptura: objective revelation

The evangelical view of Scripture stands in the tradition of the Reformation and holds fast to the Reformation principles of Scripture being the regula fidei and regula morum. The Reformers wanted to stress above all that the authority of Scripture is a God-given authority; it is not given by humans. The Scriptures are autopistis, credible in themselves. It is God’s Spirit who testifies in our hearts that the words are divine. The authority is based on a ‘divine encounter’: God speaking to us through the Scriptures. The Evangelical Alliance testifies to believing in the authority of Scripture in the first two articles of the Symbola Evangelica. The articles are embarrassingly short since they presuppose the theological heritage of the Reformation:


In the course of my argument we will see that while there is a general consensus among evangelicals regarding the authority of Scripture (art.1),
the second article can become problematic when we talk about moral decisions based on Scripture.

In their bibilology, evangelical theologians have been particularly influenced by the theology and philosophy of the Old Princeton School. The leading work was Benjamin B. Warfield’s The Inspiration and Authority of Scripture (1927). The word theopneustos, which we find in 2 Timothy 3:16, played a key role in describing and establishing the authority of the Bible as divine and yet also human Scriptures. This passage has been quoted to stress the divine nature of Scriptures, together with 2 Peter 1:21, ‘because no prophecy ever came by human will, but men and women moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God’. A traditional evangelical understanding of the nature of the authority of Scripture can be found in the work of Carl F.H. Henry, Revelation and Authority (1976-1983). Henry stresses the way in which the Bible provides us with an objective standard, revealed in propositional truths. The task of theology is to systematise the information which is conveyed through biblical propositions. The task of Christian Ethics is similar, but is more specifically directed towards making moral decisions. Unsurprisingly, Henry’s Christian Personal Ethics (1957) stresses the revelational dimension of Christian morality. The ‘good’ is the will of God, which he revealed to us in Scripture. Our response to this revelation should be obedience, which is the key concept in his moral theology. He sees the Bible as ‘authoritative literature’ since it reveals ‘universally valid norms of goodness and truth’. It is interesting to see how he recognises the work of the Holy Spirit as a dynamic principle, which has the power to transform people, yet warns that the dynamic work of the Spirit does not ‘rid the moral life of an objective ethic which is mediated through prophets and apostles, supremely illuminated by Jesus, and inscripturated in the Bible’. So the moral authority of the Holy Spirit is always in line with the written Word. ‘The rule of the Spirit does not remove man from the will of God objectively revealed in the Bible’. This objective or factual revelation can be accessed by rational individuals as they look for moral direction in their lives.

2. The postmodern shift: the formative role of Scripture

More recently, this typically evangelical understanding of the Bible as a sourcebook of objective facts has often been considered as too modernistic. Kevin Vanhoozer, himself an evangelical, remarks in this regard: ‘Evangelicals have been quick to decry the influence of modernism on liberal theology but do not see the beam of modern epistemology in their own eyes.’ The challenges of postmodernism make us aware that applying sound exegesis to arrive at clear-cut solutions to our ethical dilemmas is not feasible. Modernistic methodologies are crashing against the walls of contemporary moral issues. We need to realise that the challenge is not just to understand and order the biblical data as if we are collecting facts and consequently to apply them to complex contemporary issues. In general terms, postmodernity has altered the way we perceive truth and authority. This general shift in our perception of authority has an immense impact on how we see the moral authority of ‘Holy Scriptures’. One might say that there is a change in emphasis from the normative to the formative role of Scripture. The perception has changed from a book of law to a book of the gospel, from a moral blue-print to a compass which shows us the direction to go.

We observe six overlapping trends which challenge the traditional, evangelical view on the authority of Scripture.

2.1 Appreciation of diversity

Historical criticism and biblical theology have increased the awareness of the unique historical setting of the different books in the Bible. In postmodernism there is much appreciation for diversity and people are reluctant to unify the plurality of voices into one voice. The diversity of the canonical books affects the way Scripture is used in ethics. Moreover, the canon itself is considered to be a discourse in which we are invited to participate.

Indeed, diversity should be appreciated, but it has to be set in the larger framework of the one God, Creator and Saviour. The plurality of the four written Gospels does not result in four different gospel messages. The particularities and concreteness of the biblical texts are to be seen and explained against the wider horizon of God’s salvation history.

Another type of diversity which is receiving more attention is the diversity of genres within Scripture. One way to appreciate these is to relate them to the different formats of ethical argumentation. This ‘matrix model’ integrates the four classical types of moral reasoning with the diversity of biblical texts. We distinguish four types: value
ethics, commandment theory, character ethics and consequentialism. We often limit ourselves to one of those models. For instance, the search for ‘principles’ behind the text betrays a limitation to deontological ethics or divine command theory. The law is, of course, an important source for ethical reflection. But behind the laws lies a world of values. Wisdom literature then has a strong consequential bend. And the narratives are not only crucial to demonstrate value priorities, they are crucial for character formation. Nonetheless, these four models are but a manifestation of the one will of the one God as the only source of our morality.

2.2 Appreciation of pneumatology
Carl Henry already pointed to the work of the Holy Spirit as a dynamic principle at work in our moral conscience. This has become even more prominent in the past century, which has been seen as ‘the century of the Holy Spirit’. This is in large part due to the growth of the charismatic and Pentecostal movements. But in the ethics of non-charismatic theologians, for example Jürgen Moltmann, the Spirit also plays a central role. The Spirit originates and preserves life; it is God at work here among us. Another example of the renewed attention on the Holy Spirit can be found in Stanley Grenz’s decision to deal with the authority of Scripture under the subheading of pneumatology.

This emphasis on Word and Spirit results in a more dynamic view of Scripture. The Word of God ‘happens’, it is the divine encounter that makes it God’s word spoken to us, not a material text of written words. This, of course, is also more in line with a Barthian and Bonhoefferian view of Scripture. Revelation is not so much the provision of hidden truths as it is the self-presentation of God, a form of divine presence, a self-presentation in divine mercy, a form of saving fellowship. Webster refers to Barth and summarises:

Revelation is thus not simply bridging a noetic divide (though it includes that), but it is reconciliation, salvation and therefore fellowship. The idiom of revelation is as much moral and relational as it is cognitional.

2.3 Appreciation of the interpretive community
Maybe this is one of the most striking trends. The Church is seen as the primal locus of moral formation. The moral authority of Scripture is mainly manifested in the reading of the Bible within the community of believers. It is the Church that lives out the biblical story, in the same way that Paul describes the church in Rome as ‘full of goodness, filled with all knowledge, and able to instruct one another’ (Rom 15:14).

One may refer to the cultural linguistic turn in Systematic Theology. Theology is in fact explicating the practice of the Church and the Bible has to be understood as the identity narrative of the interpretative community. Stanley Hauerwas, the main proponent of this school, insists that the Bible is first of all the Church’s book. The particularities of the moral life are not grounded in some kind of understanding of all reality combined with practical reasoning. In fact, the Church has its own grammar. One may conclude that the individualistic tendency of much evangelical use of Scripture, as we see it for instance in art.2 of the Symbola Evangelica (1846), is under serious attack.

2.4 Appreciation of character ethics
Since Alasdair MacIntyre’s After Virtue (1984) the literature on virtue ethics has grown vastly. The focus changes from the moral object to the moral subject. Ethics is not so much about principles we need and decisions we make in difficult cases. The major question in ethics has become what kind of people we want to be. Again Stanley Hauerwas was a driving force in the recovery of the virtue tradition in Christian ethics. He advocates a more particular and concrete ethics of discipleship, rather than one of universal principles and decisions. This shift is closely related to the previously discussed turn towards community: It is in the community that traditions are embodied and the communities are the first places where character formation happens. We can only develop virtuous dispositions through communal practices and stories. Reading Scripture is therefore only one of the many practices of the Church and it should go along with the celebration of the eucharist, prayer, feeding the hungry etc.

2.5 Appreciation of tradition
In general, we observe a growing appreciation of Early Church tradition. Often this goes hand in hand with a new emphasis on catholicity. The paleoorthodoxy school (e.g. Thomas Oden) invokes the church fathers as an essential voice in biblical interpretation. The Wesleyan Quadrilateral, using Scripture, tradition, reason and experience as
four sources for theology, is welcomed more and more in Evangelical Theology. This new-found appreciation in itself is already quite a broadening of perspective, compared to a more strict use of Bible only. We might say, however, that the appreciation of tradition is more prominent in the area of theology, biblical interpretation and spirituality than in the more tangible and contemporary area of Christian Ethics.

2.6 Appreciation of theological interpretation
The broad school of Theological Interpretation can be helpful for creating a bridge between the Scriptures and current morality. Theological interpretation attempts to make the transition from descriptive data in the Bible to prescriptions for use today through theological reflection in the context of the Church community. The Bible provides the general ‘wisdom map’ that guides us in our efforts of moral reflection. Barth’s commentary on Romans is a classical example of this approach. Lesser known is his posthumously published book, *Das christliche Leben* (1959-1961), in which Barth elaborates on the struggle for human justice, giving Christian social ethics the necessary theoretical content. He discusses our responsibility in the light of The Lord’s Prayer and in doing so he unites prayer with ethical behaviour. The prayers ‘hallowed be your name’ and ‘your kingdom come’ stand in sharp contrast to the reality in which we live. In praying for the Kingdom of God we fight the battle for human justice. The Christian’s zeal for God takes shape in fighting for human rights, freedom and peace on earth. Similarly and expressed even more strongly, we see this process of moral reading of Scripture in the oeuvre of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Although educated in Berlin by Reinhold Seeberg and Adolf von Harnack, he felt that historical criticism had failed to understand the meaning of the text. His interpretation was pneumatological and christocentric. It is a continuous and dynamic search for the ‘true way’. Only through prayer can one have access to the meaning of Scripture. The fundamental question we should ask ourselves, he writes in his *Discipleship*, is: ‘What did Jesus want to say to us today?’

3. *Theologia Caritatis*: Loving precedes knowing
Essentially these six trends show us a way of understanding and of moral knowledge. It is not a new way, but all six can be incorporated in a theological interpretation that starts from the unifying theme or ‘key conceptual model’ of love. Theological interpretation reads the biblical text from the perspective of the nature of God. As Vanhoozer summarizes, ‘A properly theological criticism will therefore seek to do justice to the priority of God.’ Theocentric ethics cannot but start from the acting and loving God. As John writes passionately:

> Beloved, let us love one another, because love is from God; everyone who loves is born of God and knows God. Whoever does not love does not know God, for God is love. God’s love was revealed among us in this way: God sent his only Son into the world so that we might live through him. In this is love, not that we loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the atoning sacrifice for our sins, … God is love, and those who abide in love abide in God, and God abides in them. (1 John 4:7-9, 16)

In this passage theological knowledge and morality merge into one. Only the one who loves can know God. In a *theologia caritatis* ethics precedes understanding. Morality is not only a result of obedience to the Word of God; it is also a condition for understanding the Word. The righteous hear the word of God, the evil oppose it and are deaf (Isa 6:10). In this sense, an ethic of love has an epistemological status.

> It is, however, not merely the nature of God that leads us to the priority of love. Jesus himself provided us with the key hermeneutical principle in the discussion about the greatest commandment (Mt 22:33-40). Love of God and neighbour, on these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets’ (v. 40). This double love commandment demonstrates the unity and focus of Scripture and therefore it should function as our main paradigm for understanding its moral authority. All Scripture should be interpreted in light of this double love commandment. All of Scripture (i.e. the Old Testament) ‘hangs’ on the twofold commandment (Mt 22:40) and this double commandment can be considered as the ‘hermeneutic programme’ for the understanding and application of the Scriptures.

Using love as a hermeneutical tool has already been emphasized by Augustine in his *Christian Doctrine*. In the first book he identifies the love of God and neighbour as the purpose of Scripture.

> Whoever, then, thinks that he understands the
Holy Scriptures, or any part of them, but puts such an interpretation upon them as does not tend to build up this twofold love of God and our neighbour, does not yet understand them as he ought. If, on the other hand, a man draws a meaning from them that may be used for the building up of love, even though he does not happen upon the precise meaning which the author whom he reads intended to express in that place, his error is not pernicious, and he is wholly clear from the charge of deception.  

In book three of Christian Doctrine the love commandments comes back to the fore, this time as a hermeneutical tool. When a literal interpretation goes against good morals, a text should be read figuratively. What good morals are, is defined using the double commandment. Our interpretation should fit the ‘reign of love’. It is only through love that we can come to the truth: caritas quaerens intellectum (love seeking understanding).  

This Augustinian approach fits well with the evangelical view of biblical authority. It has been developed more in the pietistic and puritan traditions. John Wesley’s theology, for example, can be summarised as one of ‘Holy Love’. The Wesleyan view of sanctification and perfection (similar to that of Bernard of Clairvaux) concerns growth in love. Similarly, according to Jonathan Edwards for instance, it is only by a change of the affections that one is able to understand Scripture. True regeneration is a ‘real circumcision of the heart’. God has endowed the soul with two capacities: ‘understanding, which merely perceives and speculates’, and inclination, which is a capacity that ‘does not merely perceive and view things, but is in some way inclined with respect to the things it views or considers’. A person who has doctrinal knowledge and speculation only, without affection, never is engaged in the business of religion and has therefore no ‘true virtue’. On the other hand, to have the right inclination is also to have the right knowledge. There is a cognitive dimension to affections, because ‘what makes the will choose, is something approved by the Understanding’. As there can be no light (knowledge) without fire (affections), neither can there be fire without light.  

Not only theologically, also from the perspective of moral philosophy love is an interesting option for the grounding of our ethics. From a theocentric perspective we can say that God is love. But from a humanistic perspective, too, we are in essence loving beings. This is not surprising since we were created in God’s image. Kierkegaard’s reflections on the Works of Love (1847) clearly make an anthropological claim. Kierkegaard understands the need to give and receive love in human relationships to be deeply rooted in human nature, having been created that way by God. Our nature has its source in the God who is love and has left his mark and who is, thus, necessarily present in all human loves. Kierkegaard’s love ethics grounds the equality of all human beings. For him, love is also an epistemological category: ‘Only he who abides in love can recognize love, and in the same way his love is to be known.’  

Indeed, loving is a way of seeing, a way of understanding and in it is a condition for true moral knowledge. The German philosopher Max Scheler developed this Augustinian line of thought. Only through the eyes of love can one discover true values. In an ethics of love the subjective and objective merge together. The moral agent is a loving person who discovers the true values of life. The human person is neither a thinking being (Kant) nor a willing being (Nietzsche) but a loving being. As loving beings, humans are created in the image of God. Love as a hermeneutical tool discovers the world of objective values and so determines our moral knowledge. Scheler quotes Goethe:  

One can know nothing except what one loves; and the deeper and more complete one desires the knowledge to be, the more powerful and dynamic must the love, indeed the passion be. Because we are primarily loving beings, our relationships precede both the intellect and the will. Scheler uses colours as metaphors for values: The intellect is as blind to values as the ear is blind to colours. He concurs with Pascal at this point, who refers to the logic of the heart: ‘Le coeur a ses raisons que la raison ne connaît point.’ Love is the highest human capacity and forms the basis for the sympathy required to develop a moral relationship with another person. Ultimately, love leads us to God and renders us willing to accept what he desires from us. Love thus plays an important role in enabling us both to recognize values and create them. Scheler describes love as a movement that focuses on ever-higher values. Love is literally an ‘e-motion’-a movement away from ourselves which transcends our ego. Scheler’s value personalism combines the anthropological...
understanding of a human as a person with value theory in ethics. Somehow there is an objective match between the human person and the world of values as we experience them in our daily realities.54

In contemporary hermeneutics the formative aspect of understanding has become more important. For Hans-Georg Gadamer philosophical hermeneutics is about ‘Bildung’, the German ‘Bildung’. In the word Bildung there is the idea of a Bild which entails both ‘Nachbild’ (image, copy) and ‘Vorbild’ (model). True understanding is only possible by distancing oneself from one’s private purposes and keeping oneself open to the other.55 Paul Ricoeur has written extensively on how the text can and should transform the reader. As an entity in itself it appeals to our imagination, our feelings and our perception of human relationships. For Ricoeur, engagement with the other is necessary to overcome a narcissistic self-projection of the self into the text. Religious hermeneutics involves an encounter with the wholly other, the Divine. The sacred text causes a disrupting, disorienting and confusing effect, pointing the reader to God’s otherness and the fallen state of ordinary human understanding. However, there is also a reorientation, not in the sense of recovery of a coherent world of meaning, but as a dialectical relation by which the human person is transformed. Ricoeur has described the essence and unity of biblical ethics, even if it manifests itself differently, as ‘economy of the gift’ (économie du don).56 Ethics is the unfolding of human transformation in relation to the divine. It is an economy of faith, hope and love. All three are gifts. All three are connected limit-experiences of our dialectical relation with God. Our response to God’s self manifestation and gift is obedient loving, ‘une obéissance aimante’.57 Love arises out of faith. Love is the command to give to others one’s own existence, which is first given by God. This logic of superabundance is the motive for all our obedience.

4. Covenantal love

One might be suspicious about the vagueness of using love as the prominent concept in understanding biblical authority. Here we are faced with a circle: It is only by studying Scripture in its entirety as a testimony of God’s saving acts that we understand more about the meaning of love. Love is initiated by God and therefore our love is always responsive. It is a covenantal love that is revealed to the full in the cross of the new covenant. This covenantal love of the new covenant forms the basis of our understanding of the moral authority of Scripture. It is a covenant of the Spirit writing the law in our hearts. Jeremiah and Ezekiel described the covenant as a radical change of the heart (Jer 31:33; Ez 36:24-29): unresponsive hearts of stone turned into hearts of flesh. It is the covenant that changes our identity; it has changed the identity of the moral subjects, the new covenantal community and the readers of the text.58

The human heart has changed, the affections have changed, the direction of love has changed. Love changes the heart, it is formative. At the same time, it is normative. Jesus himself has set the standard, he has demonstrated love to us (John 13:34). Paul speaks about a radical transformation that enables us to discern the will of God, that which is good and perfect (Rom 12:1, 2). Love is a broad concept that incorporates our whole being as creatures of God.59

The American ethicist Paul Ramsey (1913-1988) asserts that agape love is the predominant concept of all Christian ethics by which it can critically interact with different types of moral philosophical models. According to Ramsey, Christian ethics is about ‘love transforming natural law’ or ‘love transforming justice’.60 He criticises medieval scholasticism when a theory of natural law and the ethics of Aristotle were assigned the fundamental, Christian faith and love only the second-story, position.61

Only love can have this primacy. Ramsey’s understanding of Christian love is very christocentric. The reference is always Jesus himself; he is the prototype: ‘My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you. Greater love has no one than this: to lay down one’s life for one’s friends’ (John 15:12, 13). Christian love is self-emptying (kenotic) and grounded in the divine ‘condescension’ or self-sacrifice toward men.62 The main reference for all Christian ethics is the controlling love of Christ (2 Cor. 5:14). Quoting Luther, Ramsey defines love as ‘being Christ to our neighbors’.63 So he reminds us of the fact that love should be defined by Christ himself.

For Ramsey the biblical concept of ‘obedient love’ is central to a distinctive Christian ethic but it needs to be explained within the larger frame of the covenant.64 God acted first and established a covenantal relationship. Therefore our righteous-
ness cannot be limited to respect or obedience to divine authority. It goes a great deal beyond submission to divine commandments. The biblical religion is one of ‘grateful obedience’ or ‘obedient gratitude’.\(^6\) God has first delivered us and therefore our attitude has totally changed. Within the wider perspective of the covenant, justice is not corrective or distributive, but redemptive.\(^6\)

The hermeneutical priority of covenantal love embraces the six tendencies I discussed above. First, covenantal love tells an all-embracing (universal) narrative, but at the same time it is manifested differently in the different biblical narratives, stylistic forms and discourses. Second, love ethics is pneumatological. It is the love of the Holy Spirit that is poured in our hearts. It is through this loving Spirit we can understand the text he inspired. Third, love is manifested in the eucharistic community of the new covenant. The main distinctive of the Church is that they love as Jesus does. Only in this context do biblical words make any sense. Fourth, since we are in essence loving beings, a hermeneutic of love challenges us to form our character so as to love more, as Jesus did. Fifth, the priority of love has a long tradition (even though it is mainly Augustinian). Sixth, covenantal love can be used as a key concept for theological interpretation of Old and New Testament. In this sense Scripture should be understood as the book of the covenant. As Vanhoozer stressed, it is only by participation and performance in the ‘drama of redemption’ that we come to a full understanding of the text. ‘The church is constituted – gathered and governed – by a divine covenantal initiative that is both the source of its identity and its authoritative principle.’ ‘Scripture is a divine covenant document before it is an ecclesial constitution’,\(^6\) a covenant document which provides ‘dramatic direction’ for performing Christian wisdom.\(^6\)

5. Rereading 2 Timothy 3:16-17 from the key-concept of love

What does it really signify when Scripture says: ‘All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.’ (2 Tim 3:16-17)? Without the hermeneutical principle of love we are unable to understand the actual meaning of this locus classicus on biblical authority to the full.

The Pastoral Epistles are completely immersed in the concept of caring love. In his first letter Paul\(^6\) already made very clear that the goal (telos) of Timothy’s assignment (parangelia) is ‘love that issues from a clean heart and a good conscience and sincere faith’ (1 Tim 1:5). Those three virtues, a clean heart, good conscience and sincere faith are the sources of love.\(^7\) As Howard Marshall puts it, agape sums up the quality which should result from obeying Paul’s command or perhaps from obedience to the gospel message as a whole. It is to some extent a criteria of true preaching.\(^7\)

Love is not some kind of abstract theological concept. It is very real and personal. The personal style of this letter of Paul to his successor Timothy is well demonstrated by the opening passage (2 Tim 1:3-5). Paul remembers Timothy constantly in his prayers, he really misses his young friend, his ‘beloved child’ (1:2) and he remembers Timothy’s tears when they separated (1:4). But the circle of love and relationships is even broader than that. The apostle Paul perceives himself as someone serving God, as did his fathers (1:3). Timothy’s faith is the same faith that was in his grandmother Lois and mother Eunice (1:5). So the letter starts with reference to intimate love relationships. This relational, even emotional dimension should stay in the back of our minds as we interpret different passages. Yet ultimately we are reading a prayer, which involves God himself. Paul laid his hands on Timothy, but it was God who gave the gift. God is the giver of all that is needed for ministry. This is similar to what Paul Ricoeur calls the economy of the gift. This gift is a Spirit (not spirit)\(^7\) of ‘power, love and self-control’. All three can be related to the work of the Spirit in the New Testament.\(^7\) The moral authority of Scripture should be understood within this broader framework of the gift of the Spirit (pneumatological), loving relationships and ministry (ecclesial).

It is within the context of loving relationships that Paul raises the issue of the authority and inspiration of Scripture, more specifically in the context of imitation of Paul: ‘Hold to the standard of sound teaching that you have heard from me, in the faith and love that are in Christ Jesus’ (1:13,14). Vanhoozer points out that this following in Paul’s footsteps is not a mechanical movement but requires personal and creative input, so as to give direction to the theo-drama.\(^7\) It is essential that the Spirit has the freedom to lead:

The direction doctrine provides is less a matter of moral rules than of ethical aims that pertain
to the shape our freedom must take in order to realize the good. ... Doctrine thus fosters a certain ethos, or sense of the overall shape that one’s life must take in order to realize the good and the beautiful.\footnote{75}

Paul’s aim is not to create a copy of himself, but sincere love gives freedom within the framework of a relationship. As Jean Paul Sartre would say: ‘If the beloved is transformed into an automaton, the lover finds himself alone.’\footnote{76}

In contrast with the false teachers, Timothy’s response to Paul is to be one of obedient love. Timothy follows Paul in everything: ‘you have observed my teaching, my conduct, my aim in life, my faith, my patience, my love, my steadfastness...’ (3:10). To better understand the contrast it might be useful to take a look at the false teachers of the last days. These can be considered as people teaching Scripture falsely. They are described as people with wrong loves (3:2-4) or wrong desires. As Max Scheler would stress, all evil is caused by the intoxicated soul of erroneous loves and the disposition of ‘resentment’. Paul gives a long list of eighteen vices (3:2-4) which, as George Knight rightly observes, starts and ends with ‘words expressing a misdirection of love’;\footnote{77} it opens with ‘lovers of self’ and ‘lovers of money’ and ends with ‘lovers of pleasure instead of lovers of God’. These false teachers value the wrong things; therefore they only have the appearance of true religion (\textit{eusebeia}), which in fact is misleading. They are not led by the desire to serve but only to fulfil their own appetites.

The passage about the ‘weak women’ or ‘silly women’ (3:6, 7) may seem somewhat bizarre, but is very interesting in light of our topic.\footnote{78} As an important part of the audience of the false teachers, ‘they are always being instructed and can never arrive at a knowledge of the truth’ (3:7). They are diligent students but never learn. What they are so enticed by is religious babbling, a love for novelty and fantastic stories. Unfortunately, this is also how Scripture is used in our churches at times. Without the gospel of true love there is only blindness and ‘more Bible’ will not help. A ‘corrupt mind’ (3:8) cannot learn.

Paul provides another example and urges Timothy to keep in mind ‘from whom you learned it’ (3:14).\footnote{79} The circle of knowledge is as important as the knowledge itself. It is from his childhood on that Timothy ‘had known the Sacred Writings’ (3:15).\footnote{80} Scripture in itself is not enough. It is only ‘through Jesus Christ’ that it becomes a source of wisdom and salvation.

It is in this context of relationship, tradition and community of faith that Paul makes a more general statement about the Scriptures. All Scripture is God-breathed.\footnote{81} The four \textit{pros}-clauses (for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training) come together in the one \textit{hina} clause ‘so (in order) that the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work’ (3:17). Paul gives the ultimate purpose of Scripture’s inspiration. Scripture has a divinely intended purpose for salvation.\footnote{82} The four prepositional clauses may be said to form two groups, the first two dealing with doctrine (orthodoxy) and the second with behaviour (orthopraxy).\footnote{83} Timothy and all Christians can find in Scripture everything necessary to do good works.\footnote{84} The concluding phrase underlines that the servant of God will be well equipped for every kind of good work.

The general scope of this \textit{locus classicus} on biblical authority is less about doctrine as such than it is about morality, the servant of God being equipped for charity.\footnote{85} There is a dynamic movement of the Spirit. Through the word of God the Spirit equips the servant of God to do good works and in doing so to participate in the \textit{Missio Deo}. Because of the Word of God we can be salt and light: ‘Let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father in heaven’ (Mt 5:16).

6. Conclusion

It has been my claim in this article that postmodernity discourages us from treating the Bible as a compilation of objective facts and from seeing the ethicist’s task as finding the will of God within this collection of information that consequently directs the Christian towards obedience. We need a theology and an ethic that takes the longing for authenticity and character, the appreciation of community and tradition, the recognition of canonical diversity and pneumatology and the need for theological interpretation into account. This can be done through a hermeneutic of love.

Speaking about a \textit{hermeneutic} of love stresses the epistemological character of love (1 John 4). Love is the lens through which we understand the world (Augustine). To loving beings, love comes first, before intellect and will (value personalism). In biblical perspective, we speak of covenantal love. The relationship between God and humanity is
initiated by God but it requires a human response: obedient love (Ramsey). Within this covenant of obedient love we find the answer to our inquiry into the nature of the moral authority of Scripture.

This broader theological framework helps us to understand the meaning of 2 Timothy 3:16-17. The Bible is not so much a sourcebook of facts and principle that we have to apply in our contemporary context. It is first of all a testimony of covenantal love that we read and understand in a community of love. It is only from a desire to serve our neighbour in love by good works that we have access to the depth and richness of Scripture.

Kierkegaard rightly asserted that love is a divine and incomprehensible mystery. However, the works of love may be perceived, they form the observable fruit. Kierkegaard quotes 1 John 3:18, ‘Let us not love in word and speech, but in deed and truth.’ Words are only the leaves of the tree: they already give some idea of its nature, but the final test is in the acts, the fruits. It is only within the wider context of our loving acts that Scripture makes sense in a moral discourse.
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